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We describe the conditional and unconditional dynamics of two coupled quantum dots when one dot is
subjected to a measurement of its occupation number by coupling it to a third readout dot via the Coulomb
interaction. The readout dot is coupled to source and drain leads under weak bias, and a tunnel current flows
through a single bound state when energetically allowed. The occupation of the quantum dot near the readout
dot shifts the bound state of the readout dot from a low conducting state to a high conducting state. The
measurement is made by continuously monitoring the tunnel current through the readout dot. We show that
there is a difference between the time scale for the measurement-induced decoherence between the localized
states of the dots, and the time scale on which the system becomes localized due to the measurement.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.235308 PACS number~s!: 85.35.Gv, 03.67.LxI. INTRODUCTION
There have recently been a number of suggestions for a
quantum computer architecture that use quantum dots of
varying kinds.1–3 If these schemes are to be practical many
important physical questions need to be answered, one of
which is how to read out physical properties such as charge
or spin at a single-electron level.4,5 In this paper we present a
quantum trajectory analysis of a general scheme to readout a
single electronic qubit using a Coulomb blockaded tunnel
current though the bound state of a single quantum dot, the
readout dot. This is similar to the interaction that determines
the conductance states of a single electron transistor ~SET!,
with the nearby charged quantum dot system taking the place
of the plunger gate of the SET and the readout dot taking the
place of the island of a true SET. However in SET devices
typically the tunneling current passes through the continuum
states of a mesoscopic metal island. The Coulomb interaction
introduces gaps in these states through which no tunnel cur-
rent can pass. In our model tunneling takes place through a
single bound state of a single quantum dot. The Coulomb
interaction with a nearby charge shifts this single state so
that it enables a tunnel current to pass from the source to the
drain. In this way we retain the essential Coulomb interac-
tion responsible for conductance modulations of the SET,
and also retain the irreversible character ~essential for a mea-
surement model! of the charge transport through the SET.
We adopt a general phenomenological description of the
readout dot in which the tunneling rate through the readout
dot is conditioned on the occupation or otherwise of a nearby
quantum dot.
We consider two spatially separated quantum dots which
are strongly coupled, so that delocalized states of their rel-
evant degrees of freedom can form. To be specific, we imag-
ine each dot to have a single electronic bound state that can
be occupied. Thus the average occupation number of each
dot must be less than unity. This restriction can easily be
removed to account for spin or multiple-electron states. We
label each dot with an index 1 and 2, and let ci and ci
†0163-1829/2001/63~23!/235308~12!/$20.00 63 2353represent the Fermi annihilation and creation operators for
each single electron state ~see Fig. 1!.
The two dots are strongly coupled via the tunnel coupling
Hamilton
V5i\
V
2 ~c1
†c22c2
†c1!. ~1!
Thus the total Hamiltonian of the two-dot system is
H5\(
i51
2
v ic i
†ci1V . ~2!
In what follows we will work in an interaction picture and
assume that the energies of each bound state are equal ~again
this can be relaxed!. Coulomb blockade effects have been
ignored at this stage, but can easily be included without sig-
nificantly changing the results of this paper. The single-
particle eigenstates of this Hamiltonian are even and odd
superpositions of the bare states of each well. Such states are
thus delocalized over the two-dot system, and are sometimes
called ‘‘molecular states’’ in the literature.6 The localized
states can then be represented as an even and odd superpo-
sition of the delocalized states. The localized states are not
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a single-electron measure-
ment for two coupled quantum dots.©2001 The American Physical Society08-1
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tween them. That is to say the system will tunnel coherently
between the two dots.
To this coherent system we add a measurement device
which determines the presence of an electron on one of the
dots, say dot 1, which we shall refer to as the target ~see Fig.
1!. The interaction between the target and the readout dot is
via a Coulomb blockade. Thus the interaction Hamiltonian
between the readout dot and the target must commute with
the target electron number operator c1
†c1. This makes it a
QND measurement of electron number.7 The Coulomb
blockade changes the current flowing through the readout
dot. In simple terms if there is no electron on the target the
island state is biased so as to allow little or no current to flow
though the readout dot. This is the quiescent state of the
readout. However, when there is an electron on the target,
the Coulomb blockade shifts the bound state on the readout
dot to allow a greater current to flow through the device ~see
Fig. 2!.
We derive a master equation to describe the behavior of
the target system. This master equation describes the uncon-
ditional evolution of the measured system when the results of
all measurement records ~that is current records! are aver-
aged. This will tell us the rate at which coherence in the
target system is destroyed by the measurement. However, we
also need to know how the system state depends on the ac-
tual current through the device in order to determine how
quickly the conditional state of the electron becomes local-
ized which is a measure of the quality of the measurement.
One approach to this problem is to keep track of many
different states of the system, corresponding to the different
numbers of electrons which have tunneled through the read-
FIG. 2. SET using Coulomb blockade for a single-electron mea-
surement. The Coulomb blockade gap is labeled ECB , and the tun-
neling rates in the ‘‘on’’ position are gL and gR through the left and
right barriers, respectively. In ~a! the electron is localized on dot 2
and a background current eD0 flows. In ~b! the electron is localized
on dot 1 and the current e(D01D1) flows in the SET.23530out dot. This is the approach used for example in Ref. 8.
Here we adopt an alternate method which gives an intuitive
picture of the conditional dynamics. We use a conditional
stochastic master equation which gives the evolution of the
measured system, conditioned on a particular realization of
the measured current. The instantaneous state of the target
conditions the measured current, while the measured current
itself conditions the future evolution of the measured system
in a self-consistent manner. This approach to measurements
was variously called the quantum trajectory method9 or
quantum Monte Carlo method.10
II. READOUT MODEL
Consider a two-dot system with the coupling in Eq. ~1!. If
the electron is in dot 2, the quiescent rate of current tunnel-
ing through the readout dot is a constant which we will de-
note D0. However if there is an electron on dot 1, the rate of
tunneling through the readout dot changes to D01D1, with
D1.0. If D0 is not equal to zero, then a current spike ~re-
sulting from a tunnel event in the readout dot! does not nec-
essarily imply that the electron in the measured system is in
dot 1. In an ideal device, the quiescent tunneling rate D0 is
zero. In reality, Johnson noise on the circuit containing the
readout dot will give a nonzero quiescent tunneling current.
In this paper we have adopted an idealized model for this
measurement apparatus in order to obtain dynamics that are
simple to interpret. The details are contained in the Appen-
dix, but the essential assumptions are that ~i! the readout dot
has just one accessible state; ~ii! the coupling between the
electron in dot 1 or dot 2 and the electron in the readout dot
is strong, so that the level shift in the readout dot is large
compared to the tunneling rate; ~iii! the change in the con-
ductance due to this level shift is via a change in the tunnel-
ing matrix elements and the density of states ~rather than
Fermi filling factors!; ~iv! the tunneling through the readout
dot is one way only ~left to right!; and ~v! the right-hand
tunneling rate is large compared to all other rates, so that the
readout dot can be adiabatically eliminated.
Under these specific conditions, it is possible to derive a
master equation for the state of the coupled dot system. This
is done in the Appendix, and the result is
dr
dt 52i@H ,r#1gdecD@c1
†c1#r5Lr , ~3!
where the irreversible part is defined for arbitrary operators A
and B by
D@A#B5J @A#B2A@A#B , ~4!
where
J @A#B5ABA†, ~5!
A@A#B5 12 ~A†AB1BA†A !. ~6!
The decoherence rate is given by
gdec52D01D1 . ~7!
The fact that the irreversible term is a function of the number
operator in the target qubit is an indication that this describes8-2
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verify that the stationary solution of this master equation is
an equal mixture of the two accessible electronic states.
It may appear surprising that the decoherence rate is non-
zero even when D150, that is, even when the tunneling rate
through the readout dot is independent of the state of the
coupled quantum dots so that the current yields no informa-
tion about the latter system. There are ~at least! two ways of
understanding this result. The first is simply to accept that
although measurement implies decoherence ~in the ensemble
average!, the converse is not true. For example, noise is a
common source of decoherence which cannot in practice be
made to yield a measurement record. The second way to
understand the presence of decoherence in the absence of
any signal in the current is to realize that, from a ‘‘God’s eye
view,’’ there is a signal present. Even if the tunneling rates
are identical if the electron is dot 1 or dot 2, the electrons
which tunnel through are not. Rather, they have substantially
different energies. This is a necessary assumption in our deri-
vation of the master equation, as it allows us to treat the
baths in the two cases as being independent. Hence, if one
could measure the minute amount of energy dissipated as the
electron which has tunneled through the readout dot comes
to equilibrium in the drain, one could determine the state of
the coupled quantum dots from each such electron. Hence
the decoherence rate would be equal to the tunneling rate
when the electron is in dot 2 (D0), plus that for when the
electron is in dot 1 (D01D1).
The stochastic record of measurement ideally comprises a
sequence of times, these being the times at which electrons
tunneled through the readout dot. In practice, of course, these
events are not seen due to a finite frequency response of the
circuit ~including the readout dot! which averages each event
over some time. However, for the purpose of this paper we
will take the zero response time limit. In this limit the current
consists of a sequence of d-function spikes. Formally we can
write i(t)5edN/dt , where dN(t) is a classical point process
which represents the number ~either 0 or 1! of tunneling
events seen in an infinitesimal time dt , and e is the electronic
charge. We can think of dN(t) as the increment in the num-
ber of electrons N(t) in the drain in time dt . It is this vari-
able, the accumulated electron number transmitted by the
readout dot, which is used in Ref. 5.
The point process dN(t) is formally defined by the con-
ditions
@dN~ t !#25dN~ t !, ~8!
E@dN~ t !#/dt5D0Tr@~12n1!rc~ t !~12n1!#
1~D01D1!Tr@n1rc~ t !n1#
5D01D1^n1&c~ t !. ~9!
Here E@x# denotes a classical average of a classical stochas-
tic process x, and
n15c1
†c1 ~10!
is the occupation number operator for the first dot. The first
of these equations simply expresses the fact that dN(t)’s23530equal to 0 or 1. The second says that the rate of events is
equal to a background rate D0 plus an additional rate D1 if
and only if the electron is in the first dot.
In Eq. ~9!, the system state matrix rc(t) is not the solution
of the master equation ~3!. That is because if one has a
record of the current dN/dt through the SET then one knows
more about the system than the master equation indicates.
That is to say, rc(t) is actually conditioned by dN(t8) for
t8,t , hence the subscript c. The first way of writing Eq. ~9!
hints at how dN(t8) conditions rc(t). From the Appendix,
the state at time t1dt given dN(t)51 is
r˜ 1~ t1dt !5dt@D0~12n1!r~ t !~12n1!
1~D01D1!n1r~ t !n1# . ~11!
This is an unnormalized state whose norm is equal to the
probability of that event @dN(t)51# occurring, as seen
above in Eq. ~9!.
The normalized state can be written more elegantly as
r1~ t1dt !5
~D01D1J @n1#12D0D@n1# !r~ t !
Tr$~D01D1J @n1#12D0D@n1# !r~ t !%
5
$D0J @12n1#1~D01D1!J @n1#%r~ t !
E@dN~ t !/dt# ,
~12!
where J is as defined above in Eq. ~5!.
To write the full conditioned evolution, we need to know
the density operator r0(t1dt) given that dN(t)50. This
can be found from Eq. ~12!, plus the fact that, when averaged
over the observed classical point process dN ,
r˜ 0~ t1dt !1r˜ 1~ t1dt !5~11Ldt !r~ t !. ~13!
That is to say, on average the system still obeys the master
equation ~3!. From this equation, we obtain
r˜ 0~ t1dt !5r~ t !2dt$D0A@12n1#r~ t !
1~D01D1!A@n1#r~ t !1i@H ,r~ t !#%, ~14!
5r~ t !2dt$D0r~ t !1D1A@n1#r~ t !
2i@H ,r~ t !#%, ~15!
where A is as defined above in Eq. ~6!. Once again this state
is unnormalized and its norm gives the probability that
dN(t)50, that is
Tr@r˜ 0~ t1dt !#512E@dN~ t !# . ~16!
Using the variable dN(t) explicitly, the conditioned state
at time t1dt is
rc~ t1dt !5dN~ t !
r˜ 1~ t1dt !
Tr@r˜ 1~ t1dt !#
1@12dN~ t !#
r˜ 0~ t1dt !
Tr@r˜ 0~ t1dt !#
. ~17!8-3
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and expand this expression to finally obtain the stochastic
master equation, conditioned on the observed event in time
dt:
drc5dN~ t !FD01D1J @n1#12D0D@n1#D01D1Tr@rcn1# 21Grc
1 dt$2D1A@n1#rc1D1Tr@rcn1#r2i@H ,rc#%.
~18!
Note that averaging this equation over the observed stochas-
tic process ~by setting dN equal to its expected value! gives
the unconditional master equation ~3!.
III. AVERAGE STEADY-STATE PROPERTIES
We now analyze in some detail the ensemble-averaged
properties of the system based on the unconditional master
equation. In particular, we calculate the stationary noise
power spectrum of the current through the readout dot when
there is the possibility of coherent tunneling between dot 2
and the measured dot 1. The details of how the quantum
stochastic processes in the readout dot determine the average
current though the readout dot are given in Ref. 12. The link
with the stochastic formalism of Sec. II is that the current
i(t) through the readout dot is given by
i~ t !5e
dN~ t !
dt . ~19!
First we calculate the steady-state current
i‘5E@ i~ t !#‘5e~D01D1^c1
†c1&‘! ~20!
5eS D01 D12 D , ~21!
where the ‘ subscript indicates that the system is at steady
state. The fluctuations in the observed current, i(t) are quan-
tified by the two-time correlation function
G~t!5E@ i~ t !i~ t1t!2i‘
2 #‘ ~22!
5ei‘d~t!1^i~ t !,i~ t1t!&‘
tÞ0
. ~23!
Here ^A ,B&[^AB&2^A&^B&. The fact that the multiplier of
the shot noise is ei‘ rather than the usual (e/2)i‘ is because
of the approximation we have made in treating the readout
dot. Specifically, we have adiabatically eliminated the read-
out dot by taking the limit where any electron which tunnels
onto the bound state of the readout dot out from the source
immediately tunnels off to the drain. This means that, on the
time scales we are interested in, there is a perfect correlation
between the source current and drain current. This leads to a
doubling of the shot noise level. Of course, at very high
frequencies, higher than those in which we are interested, the
true shot noise level of (e/2)i‘ could still be seen in prin-
ciple.
To relate these classical averages to the fundamental
quantum processes occurring in the well, we apply the theory23530of open quantum system9,11 to the present system. Specifi-
cally, we can relate the correlation function for the current to
the following quantum averages:
^i~ t !i~ t1t!&‘
tÞ05e2 Tr$~D01D1J @n1#
12D0D@n1# !eLt~D01D1J @n1#
12D0D@n1# !r‘%. ~24!
Because r‘ is an equal mixture of the two electron states, it
satisfies
D@n1#r‘50. ~25!
In addition, the following identities for arbitrary operators A
and B are easy to prove: Tr@D@A#B#[0, Tr@J @n1#B#
[Tr@n1B# , Tr@eLtB#5Tr@B# , and Tr@AeLtr‘#5Tr@Ar‘# .
Using these simplifications, we obtain
^i~ t !,i~ t1t!&‘
tÞ05D1
2e2$Tr~n1eLtJ @n1#r‘!2Tr@n1r‘#2%.
~26!
Evaluating this expression, we find
G~t!5ei‘d~t!1
e2D1
2
8 S m1em2t2m2em1tA~gdec/4!22V2 D , ~27!
where
m652~gdec/4!6A~gdec/4!22V2, ~28!
and where the first term represents the shot noise component
as discussed above. The power spectrum of the noise is
S~v!5E
0
‘
dtG~t!2 cos~vt!, ~29!
which evaluates to
S~v!5ei‘1
e2D1
2V2/2
A~gdec/4!22V2
H 1
m1
2 1v2
2
1
m2
2 1v2
J .
~30!
In the case that V.gdec/4, the spectrum will have a
double-peak structure indicating that coherent tunnelling is
taking place between the two coupled dots. For smaller V
only a single-peak appears in the spectrum. We can thus use
the noise power spectrum of the current though the readout
dot as a means to measure the tunnel coupling between dots
if the tunnel coupling is high enough. We illustrate this in
Fig. 3.
IV. ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR CONDITIONAL
DYNAMICS
We now return to the stochastic master equation for the
conditioned state:8-4
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1dtH 2D1 12 $c1†c1 ,rc%1D1Tr@rcc1†c1#r2i@H ,rc#J .
~31!
Comparing this to the unconditional master equation
r˙ 52i@H ,r#1gdecD@c1†c1#r , ~32!
we see that decoherence between the two coupled dots, 1 and
2, takes place at the rate gdec52D01D1, but that the system
decides between the two possibilities ~electron on dot 1 or on
dot 2! on a time scale that depends on D1 and D0 in some
more complicated way. Of course, this measurement time
scale is necessarily at least as large as the decoherence time
scale, because successfully distinguishing between the two
dots would by definition destroy any coherence between
them.
The different measurement time scales can be derived
most easily by introducing the Bloch representation of the
state matrix,
r5 12 ~I1xsx1ysy1zsz!, ~33!
where the Pauli matrices are defined using the Fermi opera-
tors for the two dots:
sx5c1
†c21c2
†c1 , ~34!
sy52ic1
†c21ic2
†c1 , ~35!
FIG. 3. A plot of the noise power spectrum normalised by the
shot noise level for D050. ~a! V50.1, ~b! V50.5, and ~c! V
55.0.23530sz5c2
†c22c1
†c1 . ~36!
In this representation the means of the Pauli matrices sa are
given by the respective coefficient a , with a5x ,y ,z .
The stochastic master equation can now be written as a set
of coupled stochastic differential equations for the Bloch
sphere variables as
dzc5Vxcdt1
D1
2 ~12zc
2!dt2dN~ t !
D1~12zc
2!/2
D01D1~12zc!/2
,
~37!
dxc52Vzcdt2
D1
2 zcxcdt2dN~ t !xc , ~38!
dy c52
D1
2 zcycdt2dN~ t !yc . ~39!
Again the c subscript is to emphasize that these variables
refer to the conditional state. If we average over the noise,
the ensemble dynamics is then seen to be given by
dz
dt 5Vx , ~40!
dx
dt 52Vz2
gdec
2 x , ~41!
dy
dt 52
gdec
2 y , ~42!
where a5E@ac# denotes the averaging over the ensemble of
conditional states. These equations are exactly what would
be obtained directly from the ensemble averaged master
equation @Eq. ~3!#. In particular, we note that the average
population difference z between the dots is a constant of the
motion in the absence of any free Hamiltonian. However, the
stochastic differential equations enable us to calculate impor-
tant averages that are not obtainable from the master equa-
tion. For example, if the model does indeed describe a mea-
surement of c1
†c15(12sz)/2, then, in the absence of
tunneling, we would expect to see the conditional state be-
come localized at either z51 or z521. Indeed, for V50
we can see from the conditional equation for zc that zc5
61 are the fixed points.
We can take into account both fixed points by considering
zc
2
. In the absence of tunneling this must approach 1 for all
trajectories, since the system will eventually become local-
ized due to the measurement in one dot or the other. There-
fore, it is sensible to take the ensemble average E@zc
2# , and
find the rate at which this deterministic quantity approaches
1. Noting that for a stochastic variable we have d(z2)
52zdz1dzdz , and that E@dN2#5E@dN#5@D01D1(1
2zc)/2#dt , we find that
dE@zc
2#
dt 5EF D1
2~12zc
2!2
4D012D1~12zc!
G . ~43!8-5
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ity for a single electron to be on each dot, then zc(0)50, and
in the ensemble average this would remain the case. How-
ever, if we ensemble average zc
2 over many quantum trajec-
tories, then for short times we find
E@zc
2~dt !#5
D1
2
4D012D1
dt . ~44!
That is to say, the system tends toward a definite state ~with
zc561, so zc
251) at an initial rate of D12/(4D012D1). For
vanishing D0, this is the same as the decoherence rate D1/2,
as expected. But for D0@D1, the rate goes to (D1/2D0)
3D1/2!D1/2. That is, the rate at which the system becomes
localized at one dot or the other is much less than the deco-
herence rate. This result cannot be obtained from the en-
semble averaged master equation alone. It is a direct reflec-
tion of the fact that for D0Þ0 a tunneling event cannot be
unambiguously attributed to the location of an electron on
the double-dot system. As the rate of localization is a direct
indication of the quality of the measurement, we can use the
localization rate defined as
g loc5
D1
2
4D012D1
~45!
as an important parameter defining the quality of the mea-
surement. This parameter is related to the signal-to-noise ra-
tio for this measurement, as we now show.
For a Poisson process at rate R, the probability for m
events to occur in time T is
p~m;T !5
~RT !m
m! e
2RT
. ~46!
The mean and variance of this distribution are equal, and
given by E(m)5Var(m)5RT . Now consider an electron
which is, with equal likelihood, in either dot, so that z50. If
the electron is in dot 1, then the rate of electrons passing
through the readout dot is D01D1; if it is in dot 2 then it is
just D0. These two possibilities will begin to be distinguish-
able when the difference in the means of the two distribu-
tions p(m ,T) is of order the square root of the sum of the
variances, that is, when
D1T;AD0T1~D01D1!T . ~47!
Solving this for T gives a characteristic rate
T21;
D1
2
2D01D1
. ~48!
The right-hand side of this expression is simply twice the
g loc defined above. A similar conclusion was reached in Ref.
5.
In the ideal limit of no quiescent current in the readout dot
D050, the stochastic master equation can be replaced by a
stochastic Schro¨dinger equation, and will collapse to a single
possibility at a rate D1 which is the same as the decoherence
rate. The effect of D0 is most clearly seen in the other limit,
D1!D0, as noted above. In this limit the single electron23530makes only a small relative change in the tunneling rate
through the readout dot. As the rate of jumps also becomes
large, the trajectories in this limit take on the appearance of
diffusion rather than jumps. The rate at which the electron
localizes into one well or the other scales as D1
22D0, which
is much longer than the decoherence time scale D0
21
.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF CONDITIONAL
DYNAMICS
We now turn to numerical simulations of the conditional
evolution, and to an estimation of the conditions for a good
measurement. Unlike traditional condensed-matter measure-
ments we wish to describe repeated measurements made on a
single quantum system rather than a single measurement
made upon an ensemble of systems. To do this we use the
conditional dynamics of the measured system given a par-
ticular measurement record as described by the stochastic
evolution equation ~31!.
We return to the Bloch description defined in Eq. ~33!. In
what follows we will assume that y(0)50. For the form of
tunneling used here the value of y does not in fact change
under either conditional or ensemble-averaged dynamics. If
the conditional state of the system remains in a pure state,
then xc
21y c
21zc
25xc
21zc
251. As noted previously this can
only occur if the bare tunneling rate (D0) is zero, when a
tunneling event can unambiguously be attributed to the oc-
cupation of the target dot, and no information is lost about
the state of the system. In the more realistic case in which
D0Þ0, we can use the quantity xc
21zc
2 as a measure of the
purity of the state, or equivalently as a measure of how much
information the conditional record of measurements gives
about the actual state of the two coupled dots. If the condi-
tional state is a maximally mixed state of a two-state system,
then xc
21zc
250. We now describe in detail the numerical
simulation of the conditional dynamics.
A. No background current
First we consider the case D050, so the system is always
in a pure state. Typical trajectories are shown in Fig. 4 for
various values of V . For small V!D1/2 we see little evi-
dence of coherent tunnelling. Most of the time the electron is
localized almost entirely in one well or the other. However,
there is an asymmetry between the wells. The transition from
dot 2 to dot 1 ~the target! is sudden, occurring whenever an
electron tunnels through the readout dot. A transition the
other way takes a time of order 2/D1. This time is still much
smaller than the average time between state-changing transi-
tions, which can be shown analytically to be D1 /V2. Thus
over a long time, as shown in Fig. 4~a!, the system still has
the appearance of a random telegraph. This behavior gives
rise to a single-peaked noise spectrum, as shown in Fig. 3~a!.
For moderate V;D1/2 the system is no longer well lo-
calized in one dot or the other. Rather, the dynamics is com-
plicated with clearly nonsinusoidal oscillations from one dot
to the other, interspersed with jumps into the target dot. The
fact that oscillations are present gives peaks in the current8-6
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tional population difference dy-
namics of zc(t) vs scaled time for
various values of the tunneling
rate. In all cases D050, and time
is measured in units of D1
21
. ~a!
V50.1, ~b! V50.5, and ~c! V
55.0.noise spectrum, as shown in Fig. 3~b!. The position of these
peaks is a frequency less than V , as shown analytically in
Sec. III.
For V@D1/2 the dynamics once again becomes simple,
with nearly sinusoidal oscillations interspersed with jumps
which occur with an average rate of D1/2. This corresponds23530to a noise spectrum having a very sharp feature at v’6V ,
as shown in Fig. 3~c!.
The change in behavior as V increases is summarized in
Fig. 5. There we plot E@zc2# versus V/D1. The quantity
E@zc
2# measures how well localized the electron is at one
well or the other, and would be 1 if the electron were alwaysFIG. 5. A plot of the average
of the conditional quantity zc
2 vs
V/D1, which measures the extent
to which the measurement local-
izes the state of the dot. We set
D050. The solid lines refer to the
exact result @Eq. ~59!#.8-7
H. M. WISEMAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 235308localized and 0 if it were never localized. It is actually pos-
sible to calculate this quantity numerically without using a
stochastic ensemble, as follows.
With no background current, every time an electron tun-
nels through the readout dot the electron on the dots is
known to be on dot 1. If there are no further readout dot
tunneling events for a time t later, then, from Eq. ~14!, the
system evolves up to that time by the equation
dr˜ 0~ t !52dt$D1$c1
†c1 ,r˜ 0~ t !%/21i@H ,r˜ 0~ t !#%. ~49!
Because there is no background current, and because the
initial state is pure, it is possible to rewrite this in terms of a
non-Hermitian Schro¨dinger equation:
duc˜ 0~ t !&52dt~ iH1D1c1
†c1/2!uc˜ 0~ t !&. ~50!
Here it must be remembered that the norm of this state rep-
resents the probability for the event that no electron has
passed through the readout dot since the last one a time t
ago:
p0~ t !5Tr@r˜ 0~ t !#5^c˜ 0~ t !uc˜ 0~ t !&. ~51!
It is not difficult to show that the solution to Eq. ~50!,
satisfying the initial condition uc0(0)&5u1,0&, is
uc˜ 0~ t !&5a~ t !u1,0&1b~ t !u0,1&, ~52!
where the occupation numbers refer to the dots 1 and 2 in
order. Here a and b are real numbers defined by
a~ t !5
1
l12l2
~l1e
l1t2l2e
l2t!, ~53!
b~ t !5
2V/2
l12l2
~el1t2el2t!, ~54!
where
l65
1
2 F2 D12 6AS D12 D 22V2G . ~55!
The conditioned quantum expectation value for sz is
z0~ t !5
^c˜ 0~ t !uszuc˜ 0~ t !&
p0~ t !
5
b22a2
b21a2
. ~56!
Now in steady state the probability p0(t) that there is no
increment in N(t) for a time t ago is related to the probability
q0(t) that the last increment was a time t ago by
q0~ t !5
p0~ t !
E
0
‘
p0~s !ds
. ~57!
Since at steady state all conditioned states are uniquely iden-
tified by how long it has been since the last readout dot
event, the ensemble average for zc
2 is simply given by23530E@zc
2#5E
0
‘
q0~ t !@z0~ t !#2dt ~58!
5F E
0
‘
~b21a2!dtG21E
0
‘~b22a2!2
b21a2
dt . ~59!
Unfortunately it does not appear possible to evaluate the sec-
ond integral here analytically. However, a numerical integra-
tion is easy. The results, shown in Fig. 5, are in agreement
with the ensemble averages obtained numerically using the
stochastic master equation.
B. A finite background current
We next consider the case where D0Þ0. We show two
plots, both with V5D1, which is a regime in which coherent
tunneling is clearly evident in the current noise spectrum.
The first plot, in Fig. 6, is for D05D1. Here coherent oscil-
lations are still evident in z, but z rarely attains its extreme
values of 61. The conditioned state is no longer pure, even
immediately after a count. Also, the conditioned state fol-
lowing a count now depends on the state before the count.
For this reason an exact solution by the method of Sec. IV is
impossible.
The second plot, in Fig. 7, is for D0510D1. Here coher-
ent oscillations are no longer obvious in the condition mean
of sz , even thought they are present in the spectrum ~as
small features above the shot noise!, as calculated in Sec. III.
In this regime D0@D1, so the diffusive limit discussed at the
end of Sec. IV applies.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The three parameters we need to compare our theoretical
results with experiment are V , D0, and D1. The two inco-
herent tunneling rates can be obtained by considering how
they determine the steady-state current through the device, or
equivalently the conductance. We have made the following
assumptions in our treatment: the tunneling in the readout
dot takes place through a single quasibond single-particle
state of this system; the tunnel coupling to the source and
drain leads is weak, giving a Lorentzian line shape for the
tunnel resonances of the readout dot; the thermal energy kBT
is substantially less than the single-particle level spacings
and the Coulomb charging energy. In this parameter regime
the theory of Jalabert et al.13 is appropriate. The maximum
conductance for tunneling through a single nondegenerate
level is
Gmax5
e2
h
p
2kBT
GLGR
GL1GR
, ~60!
where T is the temperature and GL(GR) is the partial decay
width of the level into the left ~right! lead. For a GaAs sur-
face gate device, Chang et al.14 measured a value for the
maximum conductance through a single level at 108 mK of
Gmax51.431022e2/h . If we assume for simplicity that GL
5GR5G this gives a value for the frequency width of the
levels, g5G/h’108 s21. This gives an order of magnitude8-8
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background current with D051.0
and V51.0. A plot of ~a! the
‘‘purity measure’’ xc
21y c
21zc
2 vs
scaled time ~units of D1
21), and
~b! the conditional population dif-
ference zc(t) for a typical trajec-
tory.estimate for the parameter D1 in our presentation. Thus we
expect that for experiments of this kind in GaAs systems
D1’108 s21. In these experiments, it also appears that D0
!D1.
The value we choose for the tunneling rate depends
strongly on the particular quantum dot system. The
recent experiment of Tarucha et al.15 considered the tunnel
splitting between symmetric and antisymmetric bound23530states of a triple-barrier double-quantum-dot structure in
GaAs/AlxGa12xAs in a pillar geometry. The tunneling fre-
quency in such a double-well structure is simply the energy
splitting between the symmetric and antisymmetric molecu-
lar states of the double-dot system. Tarucha et al. measured a
tunnel splitting between 0.09 and 3.4 meV. If we take a
typical value of 1 meV in this range, we estimate a tunnel
frequency of V’1012 s21, which is substantiallyFIG. 7. The effect of finite
background current with D0
510.0 and V51.0. A plot of ~a!
the purity measure xc
21y c
21zc
2 vs
scaled time ~units of D1
21), and
~b! the conditional population dif-
ference zc(t) for a typical trajec-
tory.8-9
H. M. WISEMAN et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 235308larger than the maximum tunneling rate through a similarly
fabricated readout quantum dot, estimated in the previous
paragraph. A similar result can be obtained for surface gate
double-dot systems.16 The tunneling frequency can be esti-
mated from a knowledge of the interdot tunnel conductance
GT and the interdot capacitance C int , by V52pGT /C int .
Using the values of Livermore et al.,16 we estimate that to be
V’731012 s21. It thus appears feasible to build a device to
observe the tunneling peak in the current noise power spec-
trum using the method outlined in this paper.
In conclusion, we have presented a simple model to de-
scribe single-electron measurements on a coupled double-
quantum-dot system using a Coulomb-coupled readout dot.
We have given the stationary ~ensemble averaged! properties
of the current through the readout dot as well as the condi-
tional dynamics of repeated measurements on a single sys-
tem. This illustrates how quantum trajectory methods may be
naturally adapted to single electronics, and aid in the inter-
pretation of ensemble-averaged properties. We believe these
models will prove useful in current attempts to fabricate
quantum logic gates in solid state devices.17
APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THE MASTER EQUATION
It will suffice to consider a single quantum dot near the
readout dot. This allows us to remove any reference to the
electron field labeled by c2 and c2
†
. The readout dot is mod-
eled as a single-biased double-barrier ~single-well! device
with a single bound state on the well described by the Fermi
operators b and b†. The total Hamiltonian for the system,
including the reservoirs, is
H5H01HCB1HRT1HLT . ~A1!
The term HCB is the Coulomb blockade term, and is given
by3
HCB5\xc1
†c1b†b , ~A2!
where \x is the Coulomb blockade energy gap ~see Fig. 2!.
Note that this term can only be nonzero if there is an electron
on the readout dot and on the dot, in which case the energy
of the electron on the readout dot is increased. The terms
HRT and HLT describe the tunneling between the many
modes in the left and right Ohmic contacts and the bound
state on the readout dot,12
HLT5(
k
TLkaLk
† b1TLk* aLkb†,
HRT5(
k
TRkaRk
† b1TRk* aRkb†,
where aLk and aRk are the Fermi field annihilation operators
for the left and right reservoir states at momentum k, respec-
tively. The tunneling matrix elements between the left and
right Ohmic contacts and the readout dot are TLk and TRk ,
respectively. The free Hamiltonian for the system is235308H05\(
k
vk
LaLk
† aLk1vk
RaRk
† aRk1\v1c1
†c11\v0b†b .
~A3!
We now transform to an interaction picture to remove the
terms H01HCB . The dynamics in the Schro¨dinger picture is
now described by the time-dependent Hamiltonian
HI~ t !5(
k
TLkaLk
† beixtc1
†
c1e2i(vk
L
2v0)t
1TLk* aLkb†e2ixtc1
†
c1ei(vk
L
2v0)t
3TRkaRk
† beixtc1
†
c1e2i(vk
R
2v0)t
1TRk* aRkb†e2ixtc1
†
c1ei(vk
R
2v0)t
.
Using the fact that (c1†c1)n5c1†c1, we find
HI~ t !5H1~ t !1H2~ t !,
where
H1~ t !5~12c1
†c1!(
k
~TLkaLk
† be2i(vk
L
2v0)t1H.c.!
1~TRkaRk
† be2i(vk
R
2v0)t1H.c.!,
H2~ t !5c1
†c1(
k
~TLkaLk
† be2i(vk
L
2v02x)t1H.c.!
1~TRkaRk
† be2i(vk
R
2v02x)t1H.c.!.
Note that if there is no electron on the dot and c1
†c1→0, then
the second term is zero and the first term is a standard tun-
neling interaction onto a bound state with energy \v0. On
the other hand, if there is an electron on the dot c1
†c1→0, the
first term is zero and the second term is a standard tunneling
interaction onto a bound state with energy \(v01x), as ex-
pected.
The derivation of the master equation for the state matrix
R for the system ~readout dot and measured quantum dot!
can now proceed using standard techniques which we will
sketch. The objective is to obtain a semigroup evolution in
Lindblad form ~that is to say, a positivity-preserving irrevers-
ible dynamics! for the state of the bound state on the readout
dot and the measured dot alone with no reference to the
Ohmic contacts. The Ohmic contacts are treated as perfect
Fermi thermal reservoirs with a very fast relaxation con-
stants. Each Ohmic contact ~left and right! remains in ther-
mal equilibrium with chemical potentials mL and mR , but the
total system is not in thermal equilibrium due to the external
bias potential V with eV5mL2mR ~see Refs. 18 and 19 for
further discussion!. We first define a time interval dt which
is slow compared to the dynamics of the bound state of the
readout dot and the measured dot, but very long compared to
the time scale in which the Ohmic contacts relax back to
their steady state. The change in the state matrix W of the
system ~readout dot and measured dot! and environment-10
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tunnel coupling energy, is given by
W~ t1dt !5W~ t !2idt@HI~ t !,W~ t !#
2dtE
t
t1dt
dt1@HI~ t !,@HI~ t1!,W~ t1!## .
~A4!
We now make the first Markov approximation, and as-
sume that at any time the state of the total system may be
approximated by W(t)5R(t) ^ rL ^ rR , that is to say the left
and right Ohmic contacts instantaneously relax back to
Fermi distributions. We now obtain an evolution equation for
R(t), the state of the readout dot and the measured dot by
tracing over the reservoirs. The result is
dR~ t !
dt 5$gL@12 f L~v0!#1gR@12 f R~v0!#%
3D@b~12c1†c1!#R1@gL f L~v0!1gR f R~v0!#
3D@b†~12c1†c1!#R1$gL8@12 f L~v01x!#
1gR8 @12 f R~v01x!#%D@bc1†c1#R1@gL8 f L~v01x!
1gR8 f R~v01x!#D@b†c1†c1#R ,
where, for arbitrary operators A and B, D@A#B5ABA†
2 12 (A†AB2BA†A), and where f L ,R(v) is the Fermi filling
probability for the left/right Ohmic contact at the energy \v .
The rates gL ,R and gL ,R8 determine the rate of injection from
the left Ohmic contact into the quasibound state of the read-
out dot or emission from the readout dot into the right Ohmic
contact under the conditions of no electron on the dot
~unprimed!, and with an electron on the dot ~primed!. These
are evaluated, using the second Markov approximation, as
gL5uTLk0u
2
, ~A5!
gR5uTRk0u
2
, ~A6!
gL85uTLk08u
2
, ~A7!
gR85uTRk08u
2
, ~A8!
where k05A2mv0 /\ and k085A2m(v01x)/\ .
Note that in deriving the above master equation we have
treated the reservoirs at frequencies v and v1x as indepen-
dent. That is, we have assumed a finite value of x . This
means that in principle the electrons tunneling through the
readout dot at the former energy are distinguishable from
those at the latter energy. In practice, however, these elec-
trons are not distinguished. This point is relevant to the dis-
cussion in the main text, in the paragraph following that
containing Eq. ~3!.
For simplicity, we assume that, regardless of the energy
shift in the readout dot, all tunneling is unidirectional, from
the left Ohmic contact to the right Ohmic contact. This will
be the case if the Fermi filling factors are f L(v0)51,235308f R(v0)50, f L(v01x)51, and f R(v01x)50. Under these
conditions, the master equation reduces to
dR
dt 5gRD@b~12c1
†c1!#R1gLD@b†~12c1†c1!#R
1gR8D@bc1†c1#R1gL8D@b†c1†c1#R . ~A9!
We now wish to derive a master equation for the state
matrix r for the dot alone. This is easiest if we assume that
gR and gR8 are much larger than all other rates in the
coupled-dot system. That is, gR ,gR8@V ,gL ,gL8 , but not
gR ,gR8@x . Rather, we still assume gR!x , so that the dis-
tinction between the two reservoirs at v0 and v01x is pre-
served and the Coulomb blockade mechanism is still in
force. In this limit it is possible to adiabatically eliminate the
readout dot bound state using techniques similar to that in
Ref. 20. We expand the state matrix R, in powers of 1/gR or
1/gR8 , as
R5r0 ^ u0&^0u1r1 ^ u1&^1u. ~A10!
The equations of motion for r1 and r0 are
r˙ 152gRA@12n1#r11gLJ @12n1#r02gR8A@n1#r1
1gL8J @n1#r0 , ~A11!
r˙ 05gRJ @12n1#r12gLA@12n1#r01gR8J @n1#r1
2gL8A@n1#r1 . ~A12!
Here n15c1
†c1, and J and A are as defined in Eqs. ~5! and
~6!. Under the above conditions, we can slave r1 to r0 so
that
~gRA@12n1#1gR8A@n1# !r1
5~gLJ @12n1#1gL8J @n1# !r0 . ~A13!
Operating on both sides alternately by J @n1# and J @1
2n1# , it is easy to show that
gR8J @n1#r15gL8J @n1#r0 , ~A14!
gRJ @12n1#r15gLJ @12n1#r0 . ~A15!
Substituting these into Eq. ~A12! yields
r˙ 05~gL81gL!D@n1#r0 . ~A16!
Since the probability of there being an electron on the
readout dot is very small, we can say r.r0. Hence we have
derived the master equation ~3! ~without the Hamiltonian
term! for the dot alone:
r˙ 5~2D01D1!D@c1†c1#r . ~A17!
Here we have defined
D15gL82gL , ~A18!
D05gL . ~A19!-11
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tron on the dot and an electron not on the dot! are indepen-
dent ~due to the readout dot energy shift!, the state condi-
tioned on an electron entering the drain is an incoherent
mixture of the two possible paths. From quantum trajectory
theory,9,11 the unnormalized state conditioned on this event is
dt$gRJ @b~12n1!#1gR8J @bn1#%R . ~A20!
The norm of this state matrix gives the probability for this
event, and is equal to the norm of
dt~gRJ @12n1#1gR8J @n1# !r1 . ~A21!235308From the adiabatic elimination procedure above, this is equal
to
dt~gLJ @12n1#1gL8J @n1# !r . ~A22!
This is the unnormalized state r˜ 1(t1dt) of the dot alone
conditioned on an electron tunneling through the readout dot.
From this, it is easy to derive the rate of such tunnelings as
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